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Royal Society of Chemistry

• We connect scientists with each other and society as a whole. 

• Our purpose is to help the chemical science community make the world a better place

• We achieve this through Membership, Education, Policy and of course Publishing

• Our Publishing Strategy is to deliver high quality, impactful, accessible content and an 

excellent customer experience
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We are a not-for-profit organisation with a reputation strengthened over two centuries, and a catalyst 
for the chemistry that enriches our world.



A global community
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Washington D.C. 
& Philadelphia

Bangalore
Beijing & 
Shanghai

Tokyo

London & 
Cambridge

Berlin



Leading International Publisher

Our publishing activities span books, e-books, journals, databases and 
magazines

5*The name THE MERCK INDEX is owned by Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp., a subsidiary of Merck & Co., Inc., Whitehouse Station, 
N.J., U.S.A., and is licensed to The Royal Society of Chemistry for use in the U.S.A. and Canada.



• Journal grouped by subject area
• Key titles
• Related titles

Our portfolio of journals
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https://www.rsc.org/journals-books-databases/about-journals/metrics/ 

Journal Metrics 

https://www.rsc.org/journals-books-databases/about-journals/metrics/
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RSC Open Access Portfolio



9rsc.li/frontiers

更多信息：

The Frontiers Portfolio
■ China-led ■ Global vision ■ Society partnership

Inorganic Chemistry Frontiers publishes interdisciplinary research 
with significant inorganic chemistry advancements.

Partner with Peking University
Editor-in-Chief: Song Gao

Materials Chemistry Frontiers publishes important 
research at the interface between chemistry and 
material science.

Partner with Institute of Chemistry, CAS
Editor-in-Chief: Shu-Hong Yu

Organic Chemistry Frontiers publishes significant research at the 
forefront of organic chemistry.

Partner with Shanghai Institute of Organic Chemistry
Editor-in-Chief: Shengming Ma

INORGANIC
CHEMISTRY
FR O N T I E R S

ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY
FR O N T I E R S

MATERIALS
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FR O N T I E R S
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Nanoscale Series Journals

rsc.li/nanoscale

更多信息：
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Industrial Chemistry & Materials (ICM) focuses on the 
important innovation of the low-carbon chemical industry, 
energy and functional materials. By bringing researchers, 
engineers, and policymakers into one place, research is 
inspired, challenges are solved and the applications of 
science and technology are accelerated.

rsc.li/icm
更多信息：

ICM features application-driven chemistry and functional 
materials innovation. We hope this journal will be the 
premier home for papers related to industrial chemistry and 
materials, with a vision of stimulating inspiration, solving 
problems, and accelerating the application of science and 
technology.

Professor Suojiang Zhang
The Editor-in-Chief of Industrial Chemistry & Materials



About Publishing Tips



Where to submit?
Key questions:

• Is my research ground-breaking or a useful advance?

• Who do I want to read my paper? Where do they publish?



Submission checklist
1. Manuscript
2. Cover letter
3. Graphical abstract
4. Supplementary information (ESI)
5. Suggestions for suitable reviewers 

Ø Always read the journal’s author & ethical guidelines
Ø Check for other journal-specific guidelines (e.g. article types)
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The paper helps other researchers understand your 
work 
Write it for them

Keep it simple
Don’t use overcomplicated words or explanations

Be concise 
Don’t write more than you have to

Don’t assume the novelty/impact of the work is 
obvious
Highlight this in the abstract and main article

Writing the paper – key tips

rsc.li/journal-resources



Writing the paper
• Title
• Authorship
• Abstract
• Introduction
• Results and Discussion
• Experimental
• Conclusions
• Acknowledgements
• References

• New concepts
• Author contributions



Why are these so important?

• There are many more papers than you 
can read

• How do you find articles and choose 
what to read?

Title and abstract

Image:  Taking the online medicine. The Economist, Mar 19, 2016.



‘Fabrication of superamphiphobic coatings under PAL, 1H,1H,2H,2H-
perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane and tetraethoxysilane

‘Novel superamphiphobic coatings’

• Keywords (think search terms)
• Informative
• Emphasise the most interesting parts
• Short and straightforward

• Avoid abbreviations, specific 
nomenclature and terms 
such as ‘novel’

Title – be discoverable
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Abstract
Purpose
§ Helps readers find articles via searches
§ Helps readers decide whether your article is of interest to them
§ Helps editors analyse content of paper

There are two abstracts – one for the article, one for the table of contents



This work extends the scope of microfluidic-based 

crystallization methods by introducing solid microcapsules. 

Hundreds of perfectly similar microcapsules were generated 

per second, allowing a fastscreening of crystallization 

conditions. XRD analyses were per-formed directly on 

encapsulated single crystals demonstrating the

potential of this process for the characterization of 

compounds,including screening polymorphism

ü Set objectives

ü Show findings

ü Emphasise significance ü Focus on the most significant part
ü Clear representation of research
ü Avoid too much text



Effective figures, tables and graphics

• Best way to present results

• Clear yet informative

• Details in captions and legends

• Use colour – it’s free!
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• To include: 
ü Article type / themed issue
ü Summary of work
ü Statement of importance/novelty
ü Impact on community
ü Future potential

• Address to the Editor / Associate Editor
• Correct journal!
• Suggest suitable reviewers
• Don’t copy the Abstract

Tips for the cover letter



b
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Writing the Paper

www.rsc.org/journals-books-databases/author-and-reviewer-hub/
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www.rsc.org/journals-books-databases/author-and-reviewer-hub/



About Publishing Process



Single-anonymised
• Traditional peer review model 
• Reviewer(s) anonymous
• Author(s) name and affiliation are on the 

manuscript 

Transparent (open)
• Editor’s decision letter, reviewers’ 

comments and authors’ response 
published alongside the article 

• Option on RSC Chemical Biology and 
Environmental Science: Atmospheres

Double-anonymised
• Reviewer(s) anonymous
• Author(s) anonymous
• An option on some of our journals

Peer review models
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Editorial office
(professional editors)

Hybrid
(both)

Associate editors
(active researchers)

Peer review
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Selecting a reviewer:
Specialist knowledge
Speed / reliability / accuracy

Questions for reviewers:
Correct experimental work?
Novelty and impact
Suitability for publication in the 
journal
Make recommendation

Peer review
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Reviewer recognition

• We partner with Web of Science’s Reviewer Recognition Service across all our 
journals 

• A single, verified record of all your reviewing activity

• Use in your CV, funding applications and performance evaluations

Also…
• 25% discount on all RSC books
• Annual Outstanding Reviewers
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Transfers

Our aim is to find a suitable home for your research

Saves work for reviewers and editors (we share reports)

Benefits for authors:
• Quicker decision
• Easy and immediate re-submission
• Often with no further peer-review
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Manuscript Tracker

• Increased transparency 

• All co-authors have access

• Live status updates

• Know which editor is assigned

• Know when it’s with reviewers

• Quick access to your published 
article online



Open Access and Licenses
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RSC Open Access Timeline
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‘Gold for Gold’ introduced

Chemical Science becomes OA

World’s largest chemistry journal, 
RSC Advances, becomes OA

Read & Publish (R&P) model 
launched

First North American R&P deal (RSC & MIT)

RSC becomes partner 
society in ChemRxiv

2015 2016 2017 20182012 2021 2022 2028

RSC is first major chemistry publisher to 
commit to 100% OA

100% OA for RSC-owned journals

RSC publishes 17 fully OA journals

2023
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Licenses to publish
Why does the RSC require licenses to publish?

The RSC must acquire the necessary legal rights from the authors in order to publish their materials.

The RSC must obtain from the original authors the right to publish the material in all formats, with the right to 
sublicense those rights.

RSC!"#$%&'()*+,$-./012.345./6789:;

<=>?@9:0$%A*.B2%CDE.FG*.B2%>?-H0IJKLM-NOPEQ
RSTUV WXYZ[\]^U W_Y_`[\]ab W[c_def_[X\]gh WcX`ciYjkX\lm)* W`jnfZeo\lB2
pq-rs-t2.m9:;

!"#$%&'RSC()*+,-./0123456'+5789
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Licenses to publish open access
When requesting permissions to use materials from open-access articles published in RSC journals

Reproduced from Ref. X with permission from 
the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Permission can be obtained for free for up to three 
figures in a single article under STM guidelines.



Thank you for your kind attention!
songg@rsc.org
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I am the author of the RSC material I wish to reuse



Thank you for your kind attention!
songg@rsc.org
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I am NOT the author of the RSC material I wish to reuse



Thank you for your kind attention!
songg@rsc.org
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